























































Dear Class of 2014, 
University of 
New Hampshire 
As the colorful images in The Granite show, you can enjoy many wonderful memories of your 
time at UNH, which you now celebrate as proud graduates of New Hampshire's flagship public 
research university. Congratulations! 
Years, even decades, from now, I trust you will marvel at all you accomplished here academically 
and personally, and reflect on the rewarding future UNH has made possible for you. 
But as these photos suggest, your single most meaningful memories will be of the enduring 
friendships you forged. 
No doubt, many of you will remain close for life. You will share remarkable triumphs, and support 
each other through challenges as well. Some of you may find yourselves working together, 
perhaps even as businesses partners. You may devote your lives to public service, pursue further 
education and maintain your networks of UNH friends throughout your careers-even into 
retirement. 
Among you are those who will remain in New Hampshire to live, work and contribute to your 
communities. Others will establish new lives in the farthest corners of the world. 
No matter where life takes you, UNH will always be your connection to one another. You are now 
part of an alumni community of more than 120,000 educated, enlightened and caring citizens. I 
know that you cherish your UNH experience, and I hope that you, too, become active and 
engaged in supporting your alma mater and future generations of UNH Wildcats. 
Finally, I want to thank you for inspiring me, and all of us-faculty, staff, volunteers, friends and 
partners-in the UNH community. We are so proud of you and grateful for all your hard work, 
compassion and friendship; and you can always be proud of UNH. 
With best wishes, 
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Dear Class of 2014, 
"Life is a succession of moments, to live each one is to 
succeed." - Carita Kent 
College is full of moments. The goal of a yearbook is to 
capture those moments. What I've found as Editor-in-Chief of 
The Granite Yearbook, however, is that translating 365 days 
worth of moments into a 304-page publication is next to 
impossible. Moments are happening constantly on this campus -
and that's a truly inspiring thing. 
Moments happen when we all come together as a community 
during Homecoming weekend. Moments happen on snow days 
when we flock to library hill. Moments happen when we gather at 
Thompson Hall for a Boston Marathon candlelight vigil. 
There are moments that aren't so obvious either. Moments happen when a bed shows up 
on a dorm lawn on April Fools day, when the sun shines for the first time in April and 
suddenly the campus comes alive, or when an intramural team finally wins a championship 
and gets their prized t-shirts. 
Every part of college is a moment. Waking up for your first 8 AM is a moment. Not 
waking up for your last 8 AM is a moment. These are the moments that make up college -
and before you know it, those moments have passed by. 
We all are fortunate to have found ourselves at the University of New Hampshire. The 
campus, staff, professors, coaches, mentors, and advisors have all provided an 
environment that fosters the moments you all have experienced the past four years. In this 
environment there was never a day, hour, or minute when there wasn't something to do, 
somewhere to go, or opportunities to seek out. 
Fortunately, that's a lot like life. The moments we experience in college are just a part of 
a journey. I hope that you will remember all the moments that you have experienced at the 
University of New Hampshire, and use them as inspiration to continue to seek out 
opportunities to learn and grow. 
Eventually you might find that the moments you have had on this campus start to fade -
and that's okay. When that time comes I hope that you turn to your bookshelf, flip through 
The Granite Yearbook, and re-live all those incredible moments. 


























































"Creating the Campus Life section was so much fun because I got 
the chance to see what everyone who lived on campus did in their 
down time. You got see so many different activities and it was great." 
Sports 
"Working as the Sports Editor of The Granite Yearbook this year gave 
me an inside look at the heart of UNH's athletic programs. The 
yearbook was a team I was proud to be part of. I was able to see all 
the different sports and all of the team's dedication and passion. It 
allowed me to see the true meaning of being a UNH wildcat." 
Events 
"Being able to showcase what UNH has to offer to the community 
beyond the academic field was the best part of being the Events Editor." 
Greek Life 
"As a sister of Alpha Phi and Greek Life editor for The Granite Yearbook, I 
have seen Greek Life continue to grow throughout UNH! It has brought 
the community together as a whole in various ways, and has also raised 
large amounts of money for many charities. I look forward to seeing the 
















"Working with The Granite staff was such a great experience - the business and 
advertising portion has definitely been worth all the hard work and collaboration." 
Spring Photo Editor 
"Instead of having a personal snapshot of UNH, being the Photo 
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UNH Campus Activities Board celebrated the fall 
season with a Halloween-themed bingo night, 




The ISSA held their annual celebration of the 
Festival of Lights, which showcased Indian culture 
through dancing, music, fashion, and food. 
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A Thousand Thanks 
The UNH community expressed their gratitude on 
National Philanthropy Day with an event that 
featured live music, pizza, and University donor 
appreciation booths. 
Are You Smarter Than A Frat Bro? 
Representatives from each fraternity on campus 
competed in a Jeopardy-style game show which 
also featured raffles, food and a grand prize. All 




UNH students showed off their best costumes at 
the annual Halloween Dance in the MUB, 
complete with a DJ, dancing, and plenty of 
candy. 
St. Jude Give Thanks Walk 
UNH gave back to the St. Jude Children's 
Research Hospital through fundraising, prizes, 
and a group walk to the MUB Strafford Room. 
lJe\con1e +o 
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The UNH Craft Fair is perfect for finding gifts or 
treating yourself to fine handcrafted products 
while supporting regional and local artists who 
work in clay, fiber, metal, paper, glass, wood & 
more. 
Lip Sync 
The Universi1y of New Hampshire Lip Sync is an 
exciting lip sync competition put on by the 




Stand-up comedian Adam Mamawala stopped 
by UNH to perform his hilarious comedy in the 
Granite State Room. Mamawala has performed 
in over l 00 colleges in the United States. 
Anti-Violence Rally 
The UNH community stood up against violence 
during the Anti-Violence Rally, which also 
included information tables, a reading of UNH's 
Proclamation Against Violence, and a group 




The 22nd Annual LGBTQ Pancake Breakfast was 
held in honor of those in the UNH community who 







HIS LIFE AND LEGACY 
Latino Heritage Dinner 
In celebration of Latino Heritage Month 
MOSAICO held their Latino Heritage Dinner, 
featuring authentic Peruvian and Mexican food 




Rapper Nelly took UNH on a journey at the 
Whittemore Center, where he performed his 





Homecoming 20 l 3 was held the second 
weekend in October and featured activities 
like a 5k road race, fall reunion, tailgating, 







Grammy-nominated hip-hop artist Kendrick 
Lamar performed in a sold-out Whittemore 










UNH EDMC's major event brought the best 
electronic music and neon lights in one place. 
A Night Without a Home 
Homeless speakers told their stories and shared 
their experiences at a dinner to raise awareness 
about homelessness. Participants then spent the 
night sleeping outside in cardboard boxes. 
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May Day Carnival 
B-Lot was transformed into a full-fledged carnival, 
complete with rides, food, and booths from 
campus organizations, to celebrate the 
beginning of spring. 
East Meets West 
East Meets West was a fusion of Eastern Asian 
culture and Westernized Asian culture, featuring 
a guest lecturer, performers, and a fashion show 




UNH's favorite solar-powered music and 
arts festival took over the Thompson Hall 
lawn, complete with many live bands, 




Year of the Horse Gala 
Top artists and musicians from China 
performed in the Johnson Theatre for a 
spectacular two-day event to celebrate 
Chinese New Year. 
Food Justice 
Students discussed food justice, hunger, 
and insecurity and how it relates to issues of 
race, economic inequality, and social 




Graduating students prepared for their big day 
at the Commencement Fair in the MUB, where 
they received their caps and gowns, took 




The Academy Award nominee for Best Director of 
11Precious 11 in 2010, Director of this years box office 
hit 1The Butler/ and Producer of 11 Monster's BaW 
talked about his road to box office triumph as an 
African American. 
Mask & Dagger Show 
Mask and Dagger, a completely student-run 
organization, produced, directed, designed, 
cast, and built professional quality work of 
theatrical art for their shows put on for the UNH 
community, which included 'The Taming of the 































Max Avin Dalton Crossan Alexander Morrill Jesse Arsenault 
Sean Goldrich Casey DeAndrade Mike Coccia Devaughn Chollette 
Kyon Taylor Jim Earley Rick Holt Kevin McNally 
Jared Allison Patrick Mensah Jake Kennedy Odaine Franklyn 
Lamar Edmonds Jimmy Owens Will Mcinerny Matt Kaplan 
Max Pedinoff Keith Parkinson Alex Blane George Kallas 
Brad Prasky Kalil Bailey Zach Hundertmark Mike Zaloga 
Tre Williams Morgan Ellman Rob Bowman Tim Johnson 
Adam Riese Chris Redding Austin Heter Curtis Nealer 
Brad Wilson Anthony Pante Cam Shorey Robbie Zauck 
Andy Vailas Eric Burgos Jimmy Giansante Danny Riley 
Joe Ghiloni Horace Chalstrom Brian Henry Christian Breda 
R.J. Harris Akil Anderson Aaron Lewis-Cenales Harry Theodhosi 
Nick Cefalo Mark Accino Brian Ciccone 
Mike DeTroia Dab Ukwuani Ekene Nwokoye 
Brian Ferreira Daniel Rowe Jordan Powell 
Chris McCormick Hayden Knudson Andrew Lauderdale 
Marquis Carr Nick Marino Harold Spears 
Cody Rothwell Donald Goodrich Rashid Armand 
Steven Thames Antonio Natale Jullian Turner 
Nico Steriti Ryan Farrell Mike Lynch 
Dougie Moss Riley Pritchett Mike Boryeskne 
Mike Kelly Shane McNeely Ryan Welch 















































































































))9 kVIOVJ Travis Worra Duff Thomson 
Kevin Andino 
. ) Riley Ellis ~ts A.J. Albers 
Paul Bianchi 
4~ Andrew Chaput David Schlatter 
Jesus Tudela 
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Kelsey Aucoin Kaylor Kelley 
Hannah Barile Jen King 
Olivia Bogaczyk Erin Machado 
Catarina Broccoli Jannelle Minichiello 
Lauren Brodie Meghan Pflieger 
Jess Gracia Brittany Prestia 
Kayla Gray Erika Rudiger 
r 
' 
Adrienne Hill Elissa Solomon 
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Laura Puccia ))9 Molly Gaffey GJt\lvO+v 
Rachael Nock 
Lexi Moi rano 
s~~--rei Marissa Gurello 
Laura McHoul 
~~Se Hannah Wohltmann Lily Ford 
Brooke McGillis 
be~~ Cara Dowdle 
Kayleigh Hinkle 









































































Women's Track and Field 
Madeline Allen Keila Grigware Cayla Pellegrini 
Nostia Amazan Caroline Hammond Lauren Perrodin 
Kelly Anson McKenzie Haney Alexa Profit 
Janine Appleton Crista Hargbol Elinor Purrier 
Lexie Arbour Katherine Hickey Taryn Pydynkowski 
Elise Beattie Carissa Hodgdon Katherine Rafuse 
Natalie Bilynsky Megan Hourican Rosemary Read 
Samantha Blaise Brittany Hunt Jaden Riendeau 
Brianna Boden Abby Huntress Jessica Salley 
Caroline Bonsaint Rhiannon Jacobs Sydney Sanford 
Meagan Boucher Molly Jenssen Chlsey Serrano 
Allison Brehm Elizabeth Jordan Amber Short 
Lauren Brown Abigail Kaplan Abbey Smith 
Kaleigh Campbell Sydney Kay Sarah Stowell 
Molly Clark Colleen Kennedy Amanda Szymanski 
Morgan Costa Sarah Keiran Victoria Tondre 
Brianna Coviello Cassie Kruse Andea Turteltaub 
Julia Credendino Virginia Lavallee Anne Twombly 
Alexandra Davis Bacall Liset Kellie Walker 
Olivia Dean Melssa Mackey Stephanie Walsh 
Rachael DePalma Gabby Mancuso Taylor Watts 
Laura Rose Donegan Haley Margareci 
Kiley Donohue Catey Mccann 
Katherine Estep Casey McGrath 
Bryn Estes Brenna McLaughlin 
Kelsey Farrell Alyson Messina 
Randi Fries Andrea Nash 
Michelle Gearin Taylor Ordway 










Society of Women Engineers 
The mission of the Society of Women Engineers is to be an 
educational and service organization that empowers women 
to succeed and advance in the field of engineering, and to 
be recognized for their life-changing contributions as 
engineers and leaders. 
Students Without Borders 
Students Without Border's mission is to encourage, support, 
and implement environmentally and economically 
sustainable technical projects in local and international 
communities, while developing globally responsible and 
knowledgeable students. 
Peace and Justice League 
The UNH Peace and Justice League (P JU is a student run 
social justice activist organization. Their mission is to spread 
the ideals of peace and justice in our local and global 
communities. 
Students Promoting Information About Nutrition 
SPIN (Students Promoting Information about Nutrition) is 
designed to provide nutrition education to enhance the well-




The UNH Whovians are a fan group dedicated to discussion 
and appreciation of everything related to the BBC show 
'Doctor Who'. 
Alpha Delta Phi Society 
The Granite Chapter of the Alpha Delta Phi Society is UNH's 
one and only intermediary between a social fraternity and a 
co-educational literary society. 
Eating Concerns Mentors 
Eating Concerns Mentors (ECMs) provide individual support 
and education to UNH students who are struggling with 
eating concerns. It is also for UNH students who are 
concerned about a friend or family member with this issue. 
Amnesty International 
Amnesty International UNH works as part of a larger global movement 
that fights injustice and promotes human rights. Through research, 
action, and advocacy, they raise awareness in the student population 




UNH Army ROTC offers exciting and challenging training that 
features classroom instruction, physical fitness training, leadership 
laboratories and field training exercises. The program consists of 
over 100 cadets who are strong leaders and citizens, active on 
campus and in the community. 
Campus Activities Board 
The Campus Activities Board (CAB) consists of students dedicated to the 
purpose of planning, organizing, and executing campus-wide events. 
These programs are designed to unify the entire student body by giving 
all a chance to come together to enjoy. 
Black Student Union 
BSU's mission is to introduce, empower and educate the 
entire UNH community relating to black identity, cultures and 
social justice issues. 
Chinese Language Club 
The UNH Chinese Language Club is a group of UNH students 
and community members that have studied Mandarin and 
wish to improve their abilities. 
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Christensen Hall Council 
Christensen Hall Council provides social and educational 
programs to inform residents of upcoming campus activities 
and current events and provides leadership opportunities for 
the residents of Christensen. 
Colle e Re ublicans 
The University of New Hampshire College Republicans shall 
advocate conservative thought and principles on the 
University of New Hampshire college campus. Its members 
foster a positive environment for Republican ideals. 
Club Wrestlin 
t 
The UNH Wrestling Club is an athlete oriented organization 
that welcomes all levels of experience to the team and offers 
a variety of competitive opportunities throughout the year. 
UNH has a very successful program and place multiple All-
Americans annually. 
Dance Team 
The University of New Hampshire Dance Team aims to 
support and raise spirit for UNH Athletics while promoting 




Fairchild Hall Council 
Fairchild Hall Council is designed to plan social, cultural, educational, 
and international programs for the hall, promote hall community 
and campus awareness of international and cultural diversity, and 
provide a healthy community atmosphere in the Hall. 
Freestyle Figure Skating 
The UNH Freestyle Figure Skating Club's goal is to create a 
respectful, fun, open environment for athletes to achieve 
their personal figure skating goals and to have support from 




Fia-Chait Irish Dance Club 
Fia-Chait promotes friendship, teamwork, and leadership 
through Irish Step Dancing. This is a friendly and open 
organization for those wanting to learn Irish Dance and 
those wanting to improve their dance. 
Gibbs Hall Council 
GHC plans and carries out activities within the hall that are 
both fun and educational. 
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HepCats Swing Dance Club 
The HepCats are a swing dance organization dedicated to teaching the 
dance form that was most popular in the big band era. They connect 
the UNH community and the community at large through the education 
and history of swing dance. 
lmprov Anonymous 
lmprov Anonymous UNH is UNH's one and only lmprov 
Comedy Troupe. 
Hillel 
Hillel is a group of students dedicated to creating a welcoming environment for 
both Jewish students and students interested in the Jewish culture. Students are 
encouraged to explore and participate in community service projects, express 
themselves artistically, or participate in social events. Hillel is committed to 
excellence, innovation, accountability and results. 
·-~ 
Juggling Club 
; .. . jiilll 
I 
' 
To boldly throw where no man has thrown before - the UNH 




Lambda Pi Eta 
Lambda Pi Eta is the Communication Department's honor 
society, as recognized by the National Communication 
Association . 
McLaughlin Hall Council 
McLaughlin Hall Council is a group of actively involved students living in McLaughlin. They 
plan and offer community building events for the hall, inventory the needs of the living 
community, and discuss issues pertaining to McLaughlin Hall residents. 
Mask and Dagger 
Mask and Dagger provides the UNH community with 
professional quality theatrical performances. 
Club Hockey 
UNH Wildcats 
2014 ACHA DII National Champions 
The UNH Club Hockey mission statement is clear; they provide student 
athletes with an opportunity to get a great education and play an 




MOSAICO is the Latino(a)/Hispanic organization of the University of New 
Hampshire. They are all-inclusive and spread awareness about the Latino(a)/ 
Hispanic culture though events and meetings. They also create discussions of 
the ongoing issues in our society. 
Robotics Club 
A club for enthusiastic students interested in exploring the 
field of Robotics. 
Pi Mu Epsilon 
The premier national mathematics honor society. Their goal is to 
recognize and promote excellence in mathematics, both within our 
society and with the public. 
Rotoract Club 
Rotaract is a community service organization that participates in a wide range 
of service projects - which are chosen by its members. They bring events to 





SCOPE's mission is to bring live, nationally recognized entertainment to 
the University of New Hampshire. 
Student Senate 
Student Senate is the voice of the Student Body. Student Senate strives to 
represent the opinion of the students to the University faculty, staff and 
administration, as well as the University community and State Legislature. 
Sisters In Step 
Sisters in Step (SIS) is UNH's premier, all-female hip hop dance and 
stepping team. The purpose of SIS is to provide step and dance routines at 
certain campus and community events. 
Students for St. Jude 
Students for St. Jude raises awareness and support for St. 
Jude Children's Research Hospital. 
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UNH Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
IEEE is the worlds largest professional association dedicated to advancing 
technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity. The UNH 
student branch works to parallel the organization's goals. 
UNH Table Tennis 
The UNH Table Tennis organization is a fun environment for all students to 
come and play ping pong. Whether you are a pro or just beginning, you are 
welcomed. The organization holds tournaments every week to improve playing 
skills. 
UNH LunaCats 
The UNH LunaCats are a team devoted to designing and building a 
robotic excavator that mines lunar soil for a NASA sponsored 
competition. 
United Asian Coalition 
Explore and celebrate the cultures and traditions related to the Asian 
diaspora with UAC. Learn about current issues, special holidays, and 
meet new people on campus. 
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Vietnamese Students Association 
The purpose of this organization is to establish and expand the Vietnamese 
culture and other affiliations to all students of the University of New Hampshire in 
order to educate, share, and establish a close connection among members. 





Comprised of students representing all colleges on campus, the WMB 
performs at all home football games, several university events, select regional 
parades and exhibitions, and usually travels to one away football game each 
year. 
The New Hampshire 
UNH's twice-weekly student newspaper. New issues every 
Tuesday and Friday during the academic year. 
Student Occupational Therapy Association 
Located within the College of Health and Human Services, SOT A is organized 
and managed by students and is open to all occupational therapy students at 
UNH. The association makes educational, service, and social opportunities 
available to members. 
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Women's Volleyball Club 
The UNH Women's Club team is a competitive organization run by a group 
of student leaders. They compete in the Northeast Women's Volleyball Club 
League (NWVCL) with a season extending from October until March. 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Xi Sigma Pi is the National Forestry Honor Society. The University of New 
Hampshire houses the Alpha Epsilon chapter, founded in 1966, serving as the 
honor society for Natural Resources and the Environment. 
Women's Ultimate Frisbee 
A club sport for those interested in playing the sport of 
Ultimate Frisbee in a competitive and fun atmosphere. 
Acceptance Throu h Students 
Creating Acceptance Through Students (CATS) is a student-run organization at UNH that is 
dedicated to phasing out bullying culture in local elementary and middle schools. CATS aims to 
establish an environment where students feel encouraged and supported to be themselves and 
connected to their overall school community. This cause is pursued through going into schools 
and introducing an experiential curriculum that is intentionally designed to create a new "normal" 
for how students view and interact with each other. 
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Ballroom Dance Club 
UNH Ballroom Dancing is a club on campus that aims to provide 
opportunities for social and competitive dancing in all standard and 
Latin ballroom dances. 
Circle K 
Circle K is a community service organization dedicated to helping 
others in local, district, and international communities. 
Best Buddies 
The mission of Best Buddies UNH is to create one-to-one friendships 
between UNH students and individuals in the community who have 
intellectual and/or developmental disabilities. 
Handler Hall Council 
Handler Hall residents get together to improve the community in their hall. They 
are a student run organization that brings socials and other activities to Handler 




National Society of Black Engineers 
NSBE-UNH is a recognized student organization and professional society on the 
UNH campus that provides an academic as well as a professional and social 
support system for multi-cultural students in the S.T.E.M. fields. 
Club Baseball 
The UNH Baseball team plays in both the fall and spring, while training in the winter. 
As members of the Yankee Small College Conference, the Wildcats go up against 
nearby Community Colleges such as New Hampshire Technical Institute, Southern 
Maine Community College, and Hesser College. 
Oxfam 
Based on the model of Oxfam International and Oxfam America, Oxfam 
UNH is dedicated to addressing issues of hunger, poverty, and social 
injustice within the community as well as through education . 
Teachers of Tomorrow 
Teachers of Tomorrow is a pre-professional networking organization for 
students interested in pursuing careers in education. 
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Fusion Student Ministries 
Fusion Student Ministries seeks to provide opportunity and support for 
students to develop meaningful, benevolent faith, as well as to form 
community and share life in service with others. 
National Slavic Honor Society 
The purpose of this organization shall be to promote UNH's Russian program on 
campus and throughout the surrounding area. Dobro Slovo members shall 
volunteer their time and effort to give back to the community by means of 
education and other forms. 
Judo Club 
Judo is a Japanese martial art mainly focused on using your opponents own 
momentum to defeat them. Its tenets are "Maximum Efficiency with Minimum 
Effort" and "Mutual Benefit and Welfare." It is a great way to improve one's mind 
and body. 
Student Association of Geographers 
The Student Association of Geographers nurtures a community of student 
geographers within UNH by providing a place for interaction and active 
outreach to the larger geography community. They also engage and encourage 
























"Together Let Us Seek Heights" 
Coffee House & Flag Football Tournament 
woman's Hean Health 
"Union Hand and Hand" 









"The Pen Is Mightier Than The sword" 





Make-A-Wish Foundation ·-"To Be womanlv Alwavs, To Be Discouraged Never" 
Mr. UNH & Chi Omerica 
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Prevent Child Abuse America & Girl Scouts 





American Cancer Societv ... 
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Ag in the Classroom & Heiler International 
"Women Excelling in Agriculture" 
Can You Take the Heat? 
First Book & Seacoast Reads 
"Manv hands, one bean" 

















"To make better men" 
Far Volunteer 
livestrong Foundation 















Nonh American Food Drive, Brian Hannafin Memorial Scholarship Fund 
"Everv Man a Man" 
Mustache March & Watermelon Bust 
St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital 
"Brotherhood, Service, Democracv" 







Make-A-Wish Foundation, Tavlor Trudeau Charitable Foundation tor Cancer Research 
"Scholars, Leaders, Athletes, and Gentlemen" 
Pedaling tor a Cure & Pike's Dream Girl 
·-
Push America 
"Nothing shall ever tear us asunder" 
·-a. 
Pedaling For Push 
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Children's Miracle Network 
"True Gentlemen" 
Tagging tor Trevor & Treble with a Cause 
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Children's Miracle Network and Huntsmen Cancer Institute l:n 








Helping Hand Initiative 
"Excelling with Honor" 




Youth AIDS & T.A.K.E. Defense ... 
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SL Jude Children's Research Hospital & Alzheimer's Foundation 
"Not for wealth, rank, or honor, but for personal wonh and character" 
Vollev For the Kids 
A Greater cause 











National Bone Marrow Registrv, Starlight Children's Foundation, ReMIND 
"Assisting Hand" 
Q & A with a local Cop 
·-
Greek life 
"Student learning, development, and growth" 
~-------""""""']"- -~~ -
Fall Recruitment 2013 
·-Ci.:. 


















Prezley Adair Molly Adams Sf-ela Adams Steven Adams Travis Adams 
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Joanna Arn Amy Arsenault Samantha Arsenault Riley Asbury Nathaniel Ascani 
Ross Ascani M ichael Auger Sarah Avery Jesenia Aviles Mary Awad 
Thomas Ball Kelly Barger Hannah Barile Shaylah Barltett Amy Barry 
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Danielle Bauer Ian Baum Lauren Bayuk Rachal Beaudry Angela Beaulieu 
Melissa Beauvais Daniel Beckett Travis Begin Nickolas Beimler Randi Bellavance 
Sarah Benner Madeleine Bennett Eva Bergstrom Edward Bernson Ariel Berry 
Colin Beswick Anjuli Bhandari Mary Bielefeld Jemmel Billinslea Emily Bird 
Kimberly Birkett Hannah Birnie Cassandra Biron Lauren Bishop Tonimarie Black 
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Danielle Blanchette Heather Blandford Andrea Blodgett Amanda Boari Alexander Backus 
Michael Boden Michael Boeri Kaitlyn Boilard Geoff Bonewald Danielle Bonner 
Caroline Bonsaint Chase Borden Bria Boschetto Matthew Bosiak Steven Bosse 
Kaelyn Bouchard Christian Boucher Kayla Boucher Eric Boudreau Ricky Boudrow 
Dan Bourque Erica Bourque Bradford Bower Kaitlin Boyle Philip Boynton 
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Amanda Brabec Carolyn Bradley Jennifer Brady Alexander Braile Emily Branconier 
Nicholas Brands Erica Brasley Lindsey Bray Keith Breau Breeanna Brennman 
Michelle Briceno Meghan Bridges Michael Bril l Carly Brock Stephanie Brodeur 
Amanda Bronson Benjamin Brown Emma Brown Erin Brown Joshua Brown 
Sarah Brown Joanna Bruce Alexandra Bruno Alex Buell Jenna Bull 
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Aranka Bullen Kirstie Burgess Lauren Burhans Cody Burliss Jane Burnett 
Bernadette Byrne Lindsey Byrne Ryan Byrne Sean Byrne Chelsea Cadieux 
Ethan Cafferky Chelsea Cahil l Jeff Cahill Ryan Cahill Chris Cain 
Lisa Callahan Patricia Calvin Brett Campbell Nicole Camuso Allyson Canario 
Trung Cao Leah Caplan Amy Capraro Erika Carano Blaine Cardali 
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Elizabeth Cardin Claire Cariello Adam Carignan Elyssa Carlson Raelyn Carlyle 
Maria Carrasqullo Jared Carson Cara Carter Megan Carter Crystal Cascio 
Shawn Casey Meredith Cashman Alyssa Cassidy Douglas Cataldo Timothy Cava 
Alexandra Cave Matthew Cavicchia Cody Cawthron Benjamin Cayes Taylor Cefalo 
Valeria Celaya Romy Cenerizio David Chadwick Kimberly Chaisson Casey Chalmers 
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Chris Champagne Jenna Channell Samantha Chaput Julie Charron Dylan Chase 
Marcus Chase Brittany Cheney Meryl Cherner Kelsey Chickering Johnathan Child 
Gyoosung Choi Devon Christen Daniel Christensen Justine Chuairy Travis Cilley 
Chad Civello Christopher Clapp Jordan Clark Kaitlin Clark Laura Clark 
Lauren Clark Gareth Clarke Lindsay Clay Jennifer Clayton Katie Clemens 
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Shawn Clifford Ethan Cline Cameron Close Evan Cloutiier Michaela Coakley 
Nonie Cobb Alison Cocchiola James Coener Sam Coffey Eric Coffin 
Brett Cole Brianna Cole Hannah Cole Emma Collins Kailee Collins 
Troy Collins Paige Colvin Amanda Condon Ellis Conforti Emma Congalton 
Theresa Conn Kacie Connal Patrick Connelly Kyle Conroy Michael Consalvo 
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Jonathan Constable Jessica Constant Kaley Cook Christina Cooper Melissa Copeland 
Samantha Copeland Samuel Cordeiro Tiffane Cormier Victoria Cormier Erica Costa 
Rory Costigan Stefany Cotton Brianne Cox Ryan Cox Hannah Coyle 
Caitlin Coyne Ryan Cram Casey Crawford Daniel Cray 
Mark Crews Andrew Crispin Thomas Cronin Iesha Crotty Daniel Crowley 
203 
Abigael Crowther Justin Cullity Gregory Cuoco Michael Curran Grace Curry 
Tucker Cutler Scott Cypher Cameron Cyr Anthony D'Amico Lauren D'Andrea 
Daniella Dacosta Katharine Dagle Sarah Daigle Caitlin Daly 
Kira Dancewicz Richard Danforth Mahadeva Daniel Fraser Danielovich Lindsey Daniels 
Caroline Davis Kevin Davis Nicholas Deal Alexander Dean Michaela Deary 
204 
Sarah Decoteau Danielle Defranzo John Degennero Michael Degirolamo Darcy Delaney 
Molly Delano Marissa Delsole Ryan Demarco Krysten Demirgian Tyler Denning 
Cassandra Denoncourt Cassandra Denuzio Jamie Depetris Alyssa Dequattro Kelsey Desautels 
Ryan Desharnais Ouinn Desiderio Leah Desrochers Jeff Devine Katy Devine 
Brianne Deyermond Thandiwe Dhilwayo Richard Dicecco Richard Dicillo Joseph Didonna 
205 
Gino Oi/ederico Brittany Diprizio Kelsey Dabe Samantha Docos Scott Doe 
Riley Doenges Joseph Doherty Kristo Doherty Ashley Donlon Jenni Donovan 
Anno Dooley Kerri Doran Joel Dore Susan Doucet Allison Doucette 
Jordon Doucette Abigail Douglas Kelly Dow Coro Dowdle Andrew Doyle 
Kaitlin Dresser Sarah Drew Michelle Drogue Kate Duchoney Alicia Duff 
206 
Adriana Duffin Chris Dunleavy Michelle Duperrault Ericka Dupervil Alyssa Dupont 
Marnee Dupont Caitlinrose Duttry Steven Dvorak Debra Dwyer Courtney Eaton 
Brenna Edelstein Will Edgerton Alicia Edwards Patrick Egan Jamie Ehrenkranz 
Sarah Eigenbrode Georgia Elgar Christina Ellis Courney Ellis Luke Enderwick 
Molly Ennis Mateen Eslamy Kelsey Evans Paige Fagan Danielle Fairweather 
207 
Shameem Fakony Jonathan Falkenburg Brian Fanning Jessica Farr Colleen Fearey 
Kaitlin Feaster Julie Federman Natalie Feldsine Andrew Felicetti Sarah Felix 
Joshua Felter Kimberly Fendi Stephanie Fenerlis M ichaela Ferrarin Stephanie Field 
Michaeljames Figueroa Rebecka Fillion Bailey Finnegan Daniel Finnegan Claire Fisher 
Kevin Fisher Jayme Fitzsimmons Hillary Flanagan Jill Flieger Rich Flocco 
208 
Siobhan Fogarty Jennifer Follansbee Kimberly Foohey Andrew Ford Christine Ford 
Nicole Foster Molly Foye Damien Francis Miranda Francoeur Sarahmarie Frankenberger 
Hannah Frantz Tara Fraprie Brittany Frazier James Freeley Evelyn French 
Jonathan Frey Alexandra Frizzell Katherine Gager Amanda Gagnon Dakota Gakis 
Robert Galli Sarah Gallinchant Amy Gallipeau Jessica Gallo Jeffrey Gancarz 
209 
Jenna Gardiner Katherine Gardner Laura Gardocki Laura Gargano Sarah Gaskell 
Christopher Gauthier Mackenzie Govin Emily George Kristin Gerhart Deanna Gibson 
Nicole Gifford Jonathan Gilbert Rebecca Gillis Tyler Gilpatrick Allison Ginwala 
Noelle Giragosian Nico Gobbi Rebecca Gobeil Melody Godin Cassandra Godinez 
Tyler Goff Marissa Gomes Jaimie Goodwin Andrew Gordon Joslin Goss 
210 
Jessica Goudreault Kevin Goumos Rachel Goyette Evelyn Graff Hannah Graham 
Kate Graham Julie G raichen Kayla Granoff Daniel Gravino Trevor Gray 
Caitlyn Greene Shayna Greer Simone Gregg Sean Gribbin Emily Griffin 
Sam Gruber Gina Gualtieri Brookeoshley Guertin Kaitlyn Guidi Barret Guild 
Emily Guild Kimberly Gunn Nyomi Guzman Rose Hadley Groce Hagler 
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Brittany Hakimi Danielle Hall Kevin Halpin Haley Hamel Megan Hamilton 
Ian Hancock William Hancock Lindsay Handera Vincent Hansalik Anna Hanson 
Jessica Hanson Deena Hardy Alexandra Harlow Paul Harnum Allison Harris 
Dimitry Harris James Harris Michael Harris Eric Hart Neal Harvey 
Rebecca Haskell Melanie Hawthorne Kelsea Hayes Lindsay Hayes Shannon Healy 
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Christine Hebert Sarah Hebert Christopher Hedberg Dylan Hegarty Derek Hellested 
Margaret Hendrickson Craig Henry Ian Henry Jacqueline Hepworth Meghann Hickey 
Elizabeth Hicks Y ojin Higashibaba Katherine Hird Jessica Hitchcock Sabrina Hite 
Linda Hoang Elizabeth Hobbs Jennifer Hogan Kelsey Hogan Mary Holleran 
Patricia Holly Dan Holm Myles Holman Corinne Holroyd Jareddaniel Hooper 
213 
Dennis Horten Gabriel Horton Matte Horton Geoffrey Houle Ryan Hovey 
Alexander Howard Amy Howard Jacob Howard Lindsey Howard Ryan Huard 
Caitlin Hubbard Jillian Hudson Amanda Hundley Kerri Hunkele James Hunter 
Channa Huoth Julie Hurlburt Brian Hurley Taylor Hurwitz Megan Hussar 
Kevin Huston Stephanie Ingalls Abigail Ingargiola Alexander Ivanov Elizabeth Izzo 
214 
Michael Jacobs Kira Jacobson Jessica Jamison Amy Jenness Emi ly Jennison 
Britney Jobin Alyssa Johnson Dakota Johnson David Johnson Stephen Johnson 
Chelsea Jones Jamal Jones Kyla Jones Penelope Jones Megan Jowett 
Jensen Judd Sara Kalinowski Katrina Kalton Nathaniel Kaplan Nicole Karalis 
Daniel Karambelas Stefan Kargakis Samirutu Karim Stacy Karthas Amy Kasabian 
215 
Christina Kashgegian Alexis Kasparian Michael Kautz Hillary Kayser Steven Keeler 
Ashlie Kelleher Brandon Kelley Meghan Kelley Rebecca Kelley Meagan Kendrick 
Katarina Kieleczawa Chelsea Kiesman Eric Kilens Jacquelyn Kiley Jessica Knight 
Jillian Knight Grace Knowlton Kara Koenig Kaitlin Koestner Kimberly Kaines 
Brett Kolmeister Chris Kontos Emily Korb Joel Kost Jocelyn Kraenzle 
216 
Kimberly Kudo Tim Kurdt Evaline Lacasse Timothy Lachance Amanda Lade 
Sara Laflamme M a tthew Lafond Allysa Lake Alison Laliberte Kelcey Lamphere 
Eric Landry Jack Landry Nicholas Landry Courtney Langer Kali Langevin 
Janelle Langlais Shannon Langtry Anthony Lanza Molly Laplume Jennifer Lara 
Patricia Larivee Meredith Larocque John Latvis Tracy Lavallee Lise Lavigne 
217 
Micki Lavin Jaime Lavoie Abby Lawrence Lauren Lawrence Hannah Lazarovich 
Hannah Leach Sean Leahy Brittani Lebel Lauren Lebherz Alex Leboeuf 
Kristi Leclerc Westley Leclerc Catherine Lee Saueul Legeyt Sean Leighton 
Jordan Lenes Hannah Leonard William Lerner Kasey Lesner Alison Letvinchuk 
Robin Levine Larisa Lewis Sophia Liebenson-Morse Elizabeth Lieblein Nikole Light 
218 
Scott Lincoln Jennifer Lindsay Bacall Liset Anne Little Gordon Livingston 
Maeghan Lizotte Sonja Loeser Max Logue Julia Lombardo Alexa Lomonaco 
Brendan Lonek Jacob Long Zoe Long Keri Longacre Manuel Lopez 
Steven Lopezjr Claire Lostocco Jeannie Louro Alyssa Lovas Erica Lovely 
Trevor Low Brian Lowell Chelsea Loy Micah Lucas Anisia Lundberg 
219 
Chris Lundsted Thomas Lusted Maggie Lynch Ryan Lynch Duncan MacArthur 
Erin Machado Alexa Macisaac Sadie Maclean Kerri Maclennan Elizabeth Magnavita 
Meghan Maguire Michelle Maher Amanda Makowiecki Emily Malkauskas Colby Mamigonian 
Abygail Mongar Austin Manor Alexandra Manos Alyson Mantini Lydia Manzo 
Cody Marchand Richard Marchi Alexandria Marchioni Michael Marinelli Harry Markuse 
220 
Arielle Marquis Emily Marschok Courtney Marshall Melissa Martel Andrew Marlin 
Brendan Martin Hannah Martin Alexandra Massaro Emily Massed Venkat Mathiyazhagan 
William Matthews Caroline Mattson Amanda Mayo Amanda Mazerall Kyle Mcallister-Pringle 
Lauren McCandless Eric McCann Sarah McCann Caitlin McCarthy Paige McCarthy 
Erin McCormick Elizabeth McCrory Sarah McCullayn Michael McCullock Jamie McDonough 
221 
Christine McGee Violet McGee Blair McGreenery Dan McGuire Seamus McGuire 
Karina McIntosh Shaun McKenna Tasia Meidanis Adres Mejia Magda Melder 
Gabrielle Mele Justin Mello Kristen Mello Jillian Merrill Jennifer Merrow 
Jenna Messer Laura Metrick Katrina Miamis Anne Miller Dulaney Miller 
Emily Miller James Miller Raymond Miller Tobey Miller Jannelle Minichiello 
222 
Andrew Minigan Rebecca Mongiardo Steven Monroe Brittany Moore Haley Moore 
Melissa Moreau Sean Moreau Heather Morreo Kaitlyn Morris William Morrison 
Alyson Morse Elizabeth Morse Stephen Morsensfern Ashley Mosley Kalie Moss 
Nicholas Moulton Kelly Moynihan Scott Mulligan Tucker Munro Allison Murphy 
John Murphy Kellyann Murphy Mike Murphy Katherine Murray Kelly Myszka 
223 
Alex Nardone Conrad Nawrock Nicholas Nazarenko Allison Negara Ian Nelson 
Kathryn Nelson Taylor Nelson Michayla Newcombe Olyvia Newgarden Matthew Newton 
Anna Nguyen Tracey Nicholson Doug Nickerson Veronica Noble 
Matt Nocella Danielle Nonamaker Courtney Norberg Melissa Norton Nicholas Norton 
Katherine Norwood Andrew Ntapalis Andrew Nugent Jenifer O'Boyle Julia O'Brien 
224 
Sean O'Brien Kerry O'Connor Lily O'Gara Colleen O'Leary Kathryn O'Malley 
Michael O'Mally Kelsi O'Neil Meagan O'Neil Nicholas O'Neil Arielle O'Neill 
Tegan O'Neill Heather Oliver Bradley Olmstead Eric Olsen Halie Olszowy 
Rachel Orzechowski Kerrie Oshea Brandon Ossinger Laura Otterbach Grace Ouellette 
Kayla Ovaska James Owens Alyson Packhem Nicholas Pagluica Zachary Paight 
225 
j 
Marissa Pailing Alexa Palmer Brett Palmer Ellen Papcsy Robert Pappagianopulos 
Sarah Poppo Ryley Paquette Stephanie Paradiso Chelsea Parent Stephany Paris 
Christina Park Ryan Parker Hannah Paroline James Parolisi Lauren Pawlowski 
Kayloni Pearson Ethan Peck Christopher Pelcher Nicholas Pellegrino Jess Pellerin 
' j 
Deanna Pelletier Emily Pelletier Sholanna Pemberton Nicolette Pendry Anthony Pennacchio 
226 
Caitlin Pennycuick Alex Pepicelli Stephanie Perella Michael Perez Bre-Ann Perkins 
Kasheno Perkins Krystal Perkins Christopher Peters Vivion Phom K yliegh Pharris 
Andrew Phinney Kristen Piel Alisha Pino Kalie Pipitone Jenna Pitts 
Bradley Poege Kirsten Poland Constance Porcellini Katelyn Porter Scott Potter 
Isabelle Poulin Nicolette Powers Timothy Powers Kyle Pratte Jordon Pritikin 
227 
Thomas Prohl Linda Pronjaki Taylor Purcell Emily Ouinn Patrick Ouinn 
Marisa Ouinlanar Tess Ouinlin Glorimelisa Rabe Nicholas Rainsford Ar juna Ramgopal 
Thomas Raviele Alyssa Raxter Kelley Ray Taylor Reidy 
Alyssa Reilly Samantha Reno Emily Reny Shannon Reville Kathryn Reynolds 
Charles Riccardi Morgan Rice Weston Rich Lindsay Richard Anthony Richards 
228 
Melanie Richert Kirstin Rickarby Graydon Rickert Kathryn Riddinger Lauren Rioux 
Valerie Ripley Anne Rislove Coraline Robb Jennifer Robert Christian Robinson 
Kristen Robinson Leigha Robinson Andrew Robitaille Jared Rocco Jillian Roddy 
Stephanie Rodriquez Melissa Rogers Julia Romano Julie Rose Dana Rosen 
Bryan Ross Lachey Ross Rachel Ross Samantha Rourke Tyler Rousseau 
229 
Adam Roy Emily Roy Rochel Rubin Mario Ruderman Courtney Ruffen 
Glen Ruggiero Melonie Rullman Kathleen Ruotolo Jordon Rusellcortlidge Ruby Rush 
Brittany Russell Emily Ryder More Solos Kerri Salvatore Karo Salvucci 
Kassandra Sampson Cody Santangelo Mory Santos Andrew Scalero Jared Scali 
Katherine Schelling Stacey Schellong Alexa Schimmel Andrew Scire Samantha Sciuto 
230 
Brendan Scott Lauren Scott Erin Scroggins Alexander Seiger Brett Semler 
Caroline Sennott Gina Servello Christoopher Selian Carmeron Seymour Lindsey Shapiro 
Daniel Shea Derek Shea Morgan Shea Patrick Sheehy Jonathan Shepard 
Emma Sheridan Lauren Shoemaker Abbiail Shove Cynthia Siemans Molly Simon 
Cory Sinotte Michael Skarda Aida Skelic Lauren Sloss Jonathan Slow e 
231 
Sara Slye Brianna Smith Kelly Smith Kenna Smith Samantha Smith 
Melissa Snow Freddie So Mike Soltys Kalina Sousa Vanessa Sowell 
Amanda Spadafora James Spadea Ashley Spencer David Spinale Emily Spognardi 
Laura Sprague Ben Stacy Gregory Staley Lauren Stcyr Lindsa Stcyr 
James Stevens Melissa Stevenson Amy Stone Emily Stone Kelly Stoner 
232 
Carly Stote Kelsey Stouffer Grace Stover Shannon Stpeter Joanna Streitman 
Nathan Suhadolnik Conor Sullivan Jeffrey Sull ivan Matthew Sullivan Sarah Sullivan 
Jessica Surio Carl Sutkus Kalie Swan Stephen Swanick Matthew Sweeney 
Chelsea Sweetman Hannah Swindlehurst Jessie Swink Erica Tamposi Mell issa Taormina 
loanna Tarasidis Sharon Tarleton Christina T ascione Kelly Taveras Briana Taylor 
233 
Kimberly T eetsell Stephanie Temple Anthony T erenzi Michael Tetreault Steven Thamesjr 
Amilia Theberge Jessica Theriault Cristina Thibault Elizabeth Thibeault Ryan Thiebauth 
Allison Thomas Aysia Thomas Jonathan Thomas Oliver Thomas Brad Thompson 
Colby Thompson A vary Thorne Kyle Thorne Colby Tidd Sarah Tierney 
Erica Tilton Rudra Timsina Katherine Tkaczky Kaycee Tkowski Destiny Tolliver 
234 
Jaclyn Tomaszewski John T omellini Brienna Tomlinson Rachel Trainque Jessica T rayers 
Stephanie Trefonides Alyse Trevor Micheal Tridenti Michael Trovato Alicia Troy 
Leah Tully Austyn Turner Christine Turner Graham Turner Alex Twomey 
Kathleen Twomey Ugochuk wu Uche Nathan Underwood Carly Unger Jake Valluzzi 
Sarah Van Beaver Jeremy Van Dessel Colleen Vanasse Nicholas Ventresca Dominique Viglas 
235 
John Vlachos Elizabeth Vogeley Ian Vogler Julia Waddell Jill Walden 
Callie Walker Chelsea Walker Justin Walker Markgregory Walker Kevin Walsh 
Sarahjane Walshe Taylor Walter Cassandra Wante Nathan W ante Brian Ward 
Caroline Ward Tiffany Waters Jennifer Watson Kylie Weber Tyler Weber 
Andrew Webster Daniel Weidman Benedetto Weigler Lillian Weimer Victoria Welch 
236 
Johncr Welche Leah Wesolaski Evan West Connor Whalley Tyler Whealan 
Cody Wheaton Rachael Wheaton Timothy Whitaker Nora White Shelby White 
Amanda Whitney Emily Whi tten Samantha Whalley Elizabeth Wible Mackenzie Wiggin 
David Wilcox Michael Wilkins Elizabeth Williams Richard Willson Amy Winkler 
Stephanie Winn Cassandra Winslow Keelie Winslow Casey Wirth Jessica Wolffe 
237 
Carissa Wong Emily Wong Brittany Woodfin Alex Woolley Jonathan Wu 
Jonathan Wurtz Jeff Wyer Alexa Wynschenk Clinton York Brieanna Young 












11 Friendship is the only cement that will ever 


























11 You show up on time and without a sense of entitlement. 
You are thoughtful and kind. You smile and hold doors for 
people. These are things you should know about 
yourselves and traits you should continue to cultivate. 
They will serve you, and others, for the rest of your lives. 11 
-UNH President Mark Huddleston 
11lt's time to end self doubt. 11 
-Jennifer Lee, UNH Class of 1992, Director/Writer of Walt Disney 
Animation Studios film "Frozen'' 
11You are capable of more than you ever imagined. 
Please know that you are enough, and dare I say, 
more than enough. 11 
11The best 
characters are 
flawed and one of 






























11 Far away there in the sunshine are my 
highest aspirations. I may not reach them, 
but I can look up and see their beauty, 
believe in them, and try to follow where 
they lead. 11 
-Louisa May Alcott 
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o our beautiful Lydia, 
ou have always been the best daughte~ 
ister, and now, the finest young woman.You 
re kind and strong. We love you and are so 
roud of you. 
II eur levt Dai Mem and Rafft 
teve-
11A picture is worth a thousand 
words! 11 
Cen1ratulattentl Frem all ef tJ4' 
Mem~ Alex~ and Mtie 
286 
ongratulations Allie! 
We are very proud of everything 
you have accomplished at UNH! 
Levt Mem and Dad 
"Twenty years from now you will be more 
disappointed by the things that you didn't 
do than by the ones you did do. So throw 
off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe 
harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. 
Explore. Dream . Discover." - Mark Twain 
Pookies we are so proud of 
you! Cheers to celebrating 
new passion. inspiration and 
happiness in life . 
GedBlu.&tntd 
Att 11'e b11e iM 
the W&llld J 
Congratulations to you Dan 
for a job well done with special regard 
to earning your double major during 




Good luck in Law School! 
WI lt!YI /'ff/I,, Mt!III,, llz,, GIii,, M/Jllllllf',, 
GrAIII/Jf',, D1JJ11,, C/1111,, K1,-11r 1J11d 
CAIYIII 
Congratulations Zachary! 
We are so proud of you! A Presidential Scholar! 
May God guide you to a wonderful future. 
Colorado 
Spring Break Trip 
March 2014 
This is your moment, live the life you have imagined 
and stay t rue t o yourself. So proud of you! 
Keep Reaching for the sky and having the 
courage to fol low your dreams. 
WI lt!YI /'ffll llltfrl Fh/JII /'ffll Rllt!WI 
Hll/1,, Mt!III,, DAd ""' El,-11 
CONGRATULATIONS ANDREW NTAPALIS! 
We have watched you grow from the remarkably inquisitive and creative child, 
fascinated with the world around you and develop into a virtuous young man. 
As you graduate summa cum laude, with memberships in Phi Beta Kappa, 
Phi Alpha Theta, Golden Key International, and UNH Epee Fencing. Your parents 
couldn't be prouder of your achievements, but most importantly, of you as an 
individual. 
Congratulations Andrew, for your dedication to hard work and we wish you a 
lifetime of success and happiness. May God always bless you and keep you well son! 
We ltJYI !'fl*! 
MtJ/11 /Jllrl DtJrl 
wav To Go Evan Cloutierl 
'Follow Your Passion, and success Will Follow You' 
--Arthur Buddhold 
so proud of vour determination --congratulaUons Evan! 
The world is vour ovster! 
Michael Murphy, 
From your first day of school to your 
graduation from UNH, we have always been 
proud of all you have accomplished. With Love 
and Best Wishes for your continued success 
and happiness. 
The Mightv Cloutiers 
To my daughter Jessica Pellerin: 
It seems like only yesterday I was holding 






We are so proud of you! 
May the name of our Lord Jesus 
be glorified in your life. 
II Thessalonians 1: 1 1, 1 2 
ltJVt Dai MtJm~ R1tan~ Brtanna~ 
Bentle~ Pat/le~ and Ttniel 
Congratulations Allison-
We Love you to the moon! 









You worked hard and you nailed it! Very proud of you Jack. 
lt!Vl l)atl Martlt,a,I MtJm,I a,ed 1a111, 
Christian, you continue to amaze us and make us so proud. 
Congratulations! lt!Vl MtJm,I lJatl a,ed NtJa/t, 
Isabelle, Congratulations to a beautiful intelligent woman 
who will always be successful. lt!Vl MtJm a,ed l)ad 
8rleanne, we are all so proud of you! Congratulations! 
lt!Vl MtJm,I lJatl Cat~ Na,ea a,ed famttr XO : - ) 
Victoria Jeanne, your journey has just begun. 
ltJve rtJt,1,, Mama a,ed Pa11a 
Co•ratulatlons Patty and Calvln, We are proud of 
you! lffYI~ Mf/'111 1J11rl DtJrl 
Con1ratulatlons E-KATI We are so proud of you! 
lffYI~ Mf/'111~ DtJtl 1J11rl CIiio/Jr 
Katherine Norwood, Congratulations!! Way to go!! 
ltJVl frtJm att rtJ1,1r famtlrt 
1 
Travis Adams, You have made your family so proud with 
I 
your commitment to learning at UNH. 
Cons,ratulatlons Prealey, believe in yourself. Nothing can stop you now. Follow 
your heart & dream big! We lt1ve ¥fl*~ DtJtl Mt1111~ BrlFF & AFlle111J ~fl~fl 
omedeto gozaimasu Alex! You bloomed where you were planted! Enjoy your 









i am a wildcat. 

